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| Description | Black carbon (BC), a ubiquitous component of atmospheric aerosols resulting from incomplete combustion, is an intricate and important contributor in climate change. BC particles can vary widely due to differences in their emission sources, atmospheric aging, and transport processes. BC can interact with other aerosols during its formation and transport, leading to complex particle mixtures. This influences its optical properties, atmospheric lifetime, and impact on climate. Moreover, the heterogeneity of BC, encompassing variations in size and shape, further adds to its multifaceted behavior in the atmosphere.  
This study places a central emphasis on two critical aspects: the heterogeneity of BC particles and their mixing state. The research goal of the proposed master's thesis is to understand the characteristic patterns observed between the particle size distributions and BC mass concentration correlations (BC-size correlation spectrums), to provide a novel BC related approach for aerosol classification. The study will utilize the in-situ observations of BC mass concentrations and particle size distribution measurements from several field stations across the globe and also validated with Single particle soot photometer measurements from selected TROPOS research stations. In addition to this, the study will also investigate how BC's mixing state, heterogeneity, and volatility influence its atmospheric behavior and interactions. |